PUBLIC SECTOR SERVICES
Technology Services that Bring Your Legacy Systems into the Digital Age.
Better Serve Tax Payers with Better Technology.
We find government technology leaders spend too much time “making sure things work” when they
really want to be delivering the kind of technology that helps their agency best serve the public.

We can help with both. Here’s how:
Technology Playbooks

Rapid Technology Prototyping

Platform Development

Cyber Security

Reduce the amount of custom
development you do with
low-code platform solutions.

Never worry about the safety
of your public and agency’s
data ever again.

Modern Enterprise
Transformation

Predictably Deliver Projects

Get unstuck with smart,
well-constructed roadmaps and
approaches to your challenges.

Transform your systems of
yesterday into the system of
today to achieve more, faster.

Take a nimble, cost effective, phased
approach to developing and deploying
your technology.

Access expertise, processes and
accelerators to deliver with
greater certainty.

HMB’s Public Sector Practice has extensive
experience delivering solutions in:

Credentials:

· Public Finance

· Organizational Change
Management

· DBITS #: 0A1147-25

· Treasury Operations

· Knowledge Services Vendor

· Project Governance

· MBE Partnership Vendor

· Legislation
· Public Administration

· State Term Schedule #: 534407
· DUNS #: 95-330-2653

Who is HMB?
HMB is a technology solutions firm proudly headquartered in Columbus, OH. When it comes to digital
business, you won’t find a better partner to give you world-class solutions coupled with the kind of
neighborly care and attention that HMB provides. HMB is your partner in delivering digital business
solutions, enhancing your differentiators & empowering your teams with smarter technology.
HMB Fast Facts:

250+

Full-time
consultants

200+

Employees in
central Ohio

25

Years in
business

200+

Public sector
projects

20+

States HMB
has served

Why do State and Local Agencies trust HMB with their technology?
We have extensive experience with State and Local government agencies
We have 25 years of experience building solutions for State and Local
government agencies, Pension Funds, and Higher Education organizations.

We know how to navigate and deliver in your unique space
By focusing on State and Local government, HMB has extensive knowledge
around budgeting and financing large IT investments and ensuring a long
useful life by offering thought leadership and advisory services up front.
We’ve been there, done that
Our consultants have helped clients do everything from rewrite or migrate
existing solutions to developing complex, highly custom lines of business
applications in tight timelines. There’s little we haven’t experienced.

Request your free one-hour brainstorm at your office.
Sometimes, a quick brainstorm with our team is all you need to achieve clarity on a problem. And we love
solving problems. We’d welcome the opportunity to actively work through any challenge you’re stuck on.
In a one-hour session, we will listen to your story, understand where you are today, understand where
you want to go and provide some high-level approaches you can take to get there.

Call 614.221.6831 or Email solutions@hmbnet.com

